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Pressure distribution on mattress, example
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Mechanical recumbent comfort
Beds are often referred to as ‘comfortable to sleep in’ – that they give good 
comfort. In this statement is implied that the bed is soft, i.e. it is able to distri-
bute the weight of the body and thus lessen the pressure on individual parts of 
it. However, frequently used terms such as hard, soft, very soft, comfortable, or 
less comfortable are seldom connected to any scientific tests.

Tests with pressure sensor pads
Pressure mapping systems have been available for some time now, tools that 
enable high resolution measurements of the pressure between a human body 
and the surface it lies or sits on. Such measuring systems provide a good pic-
ture of the distribution of pressure underneath a certain individual on a certain 
surface at certain time.
The problem is, however, that there are big differences between individuals and 
that it may be hard to achieve identical results even when retesting with the 
same individual.

Alf Börjesson har arbetat inom olika oråden 
på IFP Research sedan 1971.
Bland de viktigaste kan nämnas textila 
mattor med tonvikt på statisk
elektricitet och mekanisk påverkan och 
småskalig brandprovning av olika typer av 
textilier och angränsande material. Han har 
också erfarenhet som kvalitsansvarig för 
ackrediterad uppdragsverksamhet.
Med tonvikt på bäddar och möbler har han 
arbetat inom komfortområdet sedan 2003.
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Simulation with indentors
To leave behind the problems of differences between 
individuals, IFP Research has developed indentors, which 
simulate the shape of certain parts of the human body.

By loading the indentor with weights, representing the 
weight of an average human body, one may use the pres-
sure mapping system to assess mattresses and beds in 
an objective way.

To submit the support surface to as realistic an effect as 
possible, the indentor is kept at 35 °C, which is the skin 
temperature of a human body.

The measurement technique is described in a proposal for 
a new Swedish standard.

Large and small indentor for the measurement of pressure distribution. Large indentor and an Xsensor pad. 
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Measurement of heat transfer

The heat balance of the body
The core temperature of a human body is kept at around 
37 °C. Due to that our bodies are normally warmer than 
our surroundings, which means that heat is given off by 
the body. When developing and constructing clothes, 
sleeping bags, duvets, mattresses, etc. it may be essen-
tial to know the amount of heat that may travel through 
one or several layers of the material. A number of testing 
procedures have been developed to this end. 

Testing heat transfer in seating and recumbent furniture
When measuring the flow of heat through seating and 
recumbent furniture the compression of the measured 
material layers plays an important part. Thus, IFP Research 
has constructed an indentor that is shaped to simulate the 
back/seat of a human body. The indentor is heated up to 
35 °C and on its underside a sensor has been placed that 
measures the heat transfer in the unit W/m2. By depress-
ing the indentor against a support surface with a stipulated 
force, the heat flow at simulated use may be measured.

Testing other products
Despite the indentor being built to measure the heat flow 
in seating and recumbent furniture, it has proved to work 
excellently for other products such as duvets, blankets, 
and different kinds of fabrics. To perform such measure-
ments the specimen has to be secured in a special kind 
of specimen holder. In order to attain the stipulated pres-
sure between the indentor and the specimen, the speci-
men holder is placed on a scale.

Maximum value and stationary value
When measuring, there is at first a short period of time 
during which the surface layer of the specimen is heated 
up. This is the equivalent of the feeling one gets when 
putting on a piece of clothing or slipping in between 
sheets. Gradually equilibrium is reached, which will give a 
measure of the amount of heat that may travel through the 
different layers of the specimen.

Heated indentor, measurement of polyurethane foam for mattress Specimen holder for measurements of heat flow through blankets, 
duvets, and fabrics
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Emission of water vapour from the skin
Our skin constantly emits moisture and this intensifies 
when we perspire. During the active part of the day when 
we move or sit down, the water vapour is given off by the 
skin directly to the air or through our clothes, which often 
possess good moisture transportation capabilities.
However, when in bed the emitted water vapour is closed 
in. In particular the water vapour emitted from the skin that 
press against the support surface, i.e. the mattress/bed. If 
the mattress does not allow transportation of water vapour 
it may soon become moist and warm.

Simulation with a sweating indentor
In order to measure the amount of moisture that may be 
transported through the different layers of a mattress/bed, 
IFP Research has constructed a sweating indentor. The 
underside of the indentor has holes inside which there is 
a membrane that does not allow liquid water through, only 
water vapour. The indentor is filled with water at a tem-
perature of 35 °C.  When the indentor is surrounded by air 
it gives off about as much water vapour as the palm of a 
slightly damp hand. 

Indirect measurement with scales
To be able to measure the amount of water vapour that 
is emitted from the indentor, the water tank in the inden-
tor has been connected to a vessel, which is placed on a 
scale. The turn of the scale is registered continuously and 
the flow is calculated by computer.

Measurement of temperature and relative humidity
While measuring the flow of water vapour from the inden-
tor, one may also measure how temperature and relative 
humidity change at different places in the mattress/bed. 
If the moisture transportation ability of the surface is small 
the relative humidity will be high. When the test is perfor-
med the specimen is raised to come in contact with the 
indentor by a trolley that may be raised and lowered. By 
placing a scale between the specimen and the trolley one 
ensures that the specimen is exposed to the stipulated force. 

Heat flow through two different materials

IFP’s sweating indentor, underside
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Indirect measurement of water usage
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Testing of other products
Using a special kind of specimen holder, other products 
such as blankets, duvets, and fabrics may be tested.

Testing thermal resistance
When developing, constructing, and buying clothes, sleep-
ing bags, duvets, mattresses, etc. it may be essential to 
know the thermal resistance provided by one or several 
layers of the material. A number of testing procedures 
have been developed to this end. One of them is named 
the tog meter and it is described in SS-ISO 5085-1:2004.

Measurement of three temperatures
When measuring with the tog meter it is important to have 
a temperature regulation system. This is because the point 
of the test is to maintain three temperatures at constant 
levels. Since even small deviances may result in serious 
errors it is of vital importance that the temperature emitters 
are meticulously calibrated. During the test, the specimen 
is placed on a reference plate and a measurement plate is 
placed on top of it (see the adjoining picture). 
 
By heating a plate that is placed underneath the reference 
plate to a certain temperature, the regulation system sets 
the so-called T2 temperature to 34 °C. The other two 
temperatures follow suit and after about three hours equi-
librium is reached. 

The calculation model of the togmeter works on the pre-
sumption that all heat from the heating plate, via the refe-
rence plate and the specimen, to the measurement plate 
moves vertically. However, some heat moves sideways 
and thus gives an error margin that increases with the 
thickness of the specimen.
To provide more accurate results for thicker materials IFP 
has constructed a correction factor.

Togmeter, example of temperature regulation
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Testing with thermal dummy
With the togmeter described above one may measure the 
thermal resistance of one or several layers of materials.
Testing composite products correctly calls for more 
sophisticated methods. One method which is developed 
especially for clothes uses a heated dummy. 

Constant skin temperature
IFP’s dummy is called Tore. His body, a size 50-52, is seg-
mented into 17 different parts, representing different parts 
of the body. Each segment is equipped with an electrical 
heating coil and a temperature sensor. Through a com-
puter guided control system the skin temperature in each 
body segment is kept within a narrow span (34±0,1 °C). 
Keeping this temperature constant requires the use of a 
certain amount of electrical power. The actual amount of 
power depends on the clothes Tore is wearing, the area 
of the actual segment, the temperature of the lab, and air 
velocity past the dummy.

When temperature equilibrium has been reached after a 
few hours, the power to each skin segment is measured 
and thermal resistance in the unit m2 .K/W is calculated.
Also, using the description in an international standard 
designated En ISO 15831:2004 the thermal resistance of 
the entire dummy may be calculated.

The IFP togmeter. Uppermost in the picture is the measurement plate on 
the underside of which the temperature sensor T3 is located. The yellow 
specimen is resting on the reference plate (not visible in the picture) on 
which the T2 sensor is mounted. Underneath that is the heating plate 
with sensor T1. 
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Clothes for low temperatures
In the EN 342 standard there is a description of how to 
test thermal isolation for clothes that are to be used in low 
temperatures.

Standing dummy. Testing of winter clothing.
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Recumbent dummy. Testing of duvet.




